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EVENT KIT

A book about letters and words forming a friendship you won’t forget!

ELEPHANT’S STORY EVENT KIT
Elephant’s fun activities will inspire kids to play with letters and words. Children can color their way through ELEPHANT’S ALPHABET...find their way through ELEPHANT’S MAZE...help Gracie with ELEPHANT’S WORD SCRAMBLE...or make Elephant & Gracie FINGER PUPPETS...make a tiny book...write a tiny story!

EASY SNACK...Fill cups with ANIMAL CRACKERS & ALPHABET CEREAL
Let the children play with their food. They can make words out of snack!

EXTRA ACTIVITIES...

KID SCRAMBLE...Have the children write their names...cut the names into letters...put the letters in a pile...
mix them up...MAKE NEW WORDS!
Can they make action words?

A FAVORITE BOOK...
1. Ask the children if they have a favorite book.
   What makes it their favorite? If it was lost...
   What animal would they choose to find it?
   What would happen next?
   They can write their own story.

2. Copy the first line of a favorite book.
   What new words can they make from the letters?

TALK ABOUT FRIENDSHIP...
ELEPHANT’S STORY is not just about letters and words. It’s about friendship. Elephant’s friends aren’t much help with getting the words back into the book. Friends don’t always do what we want them to do! Gracie and Elephant’s relationship begins with a problem but ends with a friendship. Sometimes we think someone is not going to be our friend...get to know them...make a new friend like Elephant and Gracie.
Elephant’s Scramble...Help Gracie find the words!

A book about letters and words forming a friendship you won’t forget!
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Color and Cut Elephant & Gracie Finger Puppets!

Make a tiny book!
Cut, fold, staple, write a little story!
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Cut out the circles and put your finger in the holes for Elephant’s trunk and Gracie’s legs & they can dance!

MORE ELEPHANT ACTIVITIES! VISIT: www.traceycampbellpearson.com